This blog will explore a hybrid computing environment that takes Lustre®, a high performance parallel file system and integrates it with Hadoop®, a framework for processing and storing big data in a distributed environment. We will explore some reasons and benefits of such a hybrid approach and provide a foundation on how to easily and quickly implement the solution using Bright Cluster Manager® (BCM) to deploy and configure the hybrid cluster.
A key component to connecting the Hadoop and Lustre ecosystems is the Intel Hadoop Adapter for Lustre plug-in or Intel HAL for short. Intel HAL is bundled with the Intel Enterprise Edition for Lustre software. It allows the users to run MapReduce jobs directly on a Lustre file system. The immediate benefit is that Lustre is able to deliver faster, stable and easily managed storage for the MapReduce applications directly. A potential long term benefit using Lustre as the underlying Hadoop storage would be a higher raw capacity available when compared to HDFS due to the three time replication as well as the performance benefits of running Lustre on InfiniBand connectivity. The following architectural diagram will illustrate a typical topology for the hybrid solution.
The following will be a high level recount of how we easily implement the solution using the BCM tool to deploy and configure.
The first thing we did was to establish an optimized and fully functional Lustre environment. For this solution, we used the Dell Storage for HPC with Intel Enterprise Edition (EE) for Lustre software as the Lustre solution, Cloudera CDH as the Hadoop distribution and Bright Cluster Manager (BCM) as the imaging and cluster deployment tool.
Using the Intel Manager for Lustre (IML) GUI interface, we verified the MDT and OST objects are healthy and in an optimal state. We also verified that the LNet interface and the Lustre Kernel modules are loaded and Lustre NIDS are accessible.
Verify contents of /etc/modprobe.d/iml_lnet_module_parameters.conf are correct for each MDS and OSS server. Example below. As a sanity check, we verified the nodes we wanted to re-provision as Hadoop nodes that were able to read/write to the Lustre file system.
Once we verified all the pre-requisite items above and established that we had a working Lustre environment, we proceeded with the following steps to build, configure and deploy the Hadoop nodes that mount and use the Lustre file system.
Steps we took to build the hybrid solution:
1) Created a software image 'ieel-hadoop' using BCM. You can clone an existing software image.
2) Created a node category 'ieel-hadoop' using BCM. You can clone an existing node category.
3)
We assigned the selected nodes to be provisioned as Hadoop nodes to the ieel-hadoop node category.
4)
Installed Cloudera CDH 5.1.2 and the Intel Hadoop Adapter for Lustre (HAL) plug-in into the ieelhadoop software image.
5)
We installed the Intel EE for Lustre client software onto the ieel-hadoop software image.
6)
We prepared the Lustre directory for Hadoop on the ieel-hadoop software image. Added the Lustre file system mount point to the ieel-hadoop node category for automatic mounting upon bootup. Example: 192.168.4.140@tcp0:192.168.4 .141@tcp0:/lustre /mnt/lustre lustre defaults,_netdev 0 0
8)
We added several tuning parameters to /etc/sysctl.conf in the ieel-hadoop software image.
Example:
lctl set_param osc.*.max_dirty_mb=512 lctl set_param osc.*.max_rpcs_in_flight=32
To further optimize the solution, you can edit the core-site.xml and mapred-site.xml with the following Hadoop configuration for Lustre.
 core-site.xml  mapred-site.xml
